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The author of Prepare to Defend Yourself… How to Navigate the Healthcare System and

Escape with Your Life is back.This time Matthew Minson, MD, turns a penetrating and

whimsical eye on the medical and social aspects of aging in Prepare to Defend Yourself…How

to Age Gracefully and Escape with Your Dignity.While seeming to simultaneously channel a

combination of Benjamin Franklin and Charles Schulz, Dr. Minson goes after bodily changes,

behaviors—good and bad, and what everyone can do to make life more bearable and—dare

we say it—fun after fifty. Laced with his unique style of poignancy and humor and peppered

with his own surrealistically funny cartoons, the book bravely takes on health, finances, sex,

diet, exercise, death, the law, and what you can do to protect what matters most as you age.

It’s life, liberty, and the pursuit of a chuckle in this groundbreaking book that just might make

you look forward to your golden years.For anyone of any age who plans on aging with their

dignity intact, this is the book for you. 

"[Prepare to Defend Yourself. . .How to Age Gracefully and Escape with Your Dignity is]

delightful and witty, and deals with many problems an aging person may encounter, such as

bodily changes, altered behaviors, both good and bad and what one can do to make life more

bearable and fun after 50. Prepare to Defend Yourself is a book that everyone should read." —

The Mexia News  � The Mexia News Published On: 2016-05-24"Minson's Book presents its

arguments with humor and clarity. It may not need to be a book you wish to read, but it is a

book you should read before you need it." — The Galveston County Daily News  � The

Galveston County Daily News Published On: 2016-08-09"Minson is a storyteller with great wit,

qualities that enhance this excellent manual. He uses examples from history and popular

culture to help drive home his points, and his loose, breezy style should appeal to a wide group

of readers. Like Baby Care Basics, Prepare to Defend Yourself is more a reference tool than a

book to read from cover to cover; like UnSelfie, Prepare To Defend Yourself makes heavy use

of various studies and findings from academic or government sources."—Smoky Mountain

News  � Smoky Mountain News Published On: 2017-01-13 --This text refers to the paperback

edition.About the AuthorMATTHEW MINSON, MD, is an adjunct assistant professor in the

Department of Health Policy and Management at the Texas A&M School of Public Health and

serves as the senior advisor for health affairs at the Texas Engineering Extension Service. An

occupational medicine physician and expert in disaster medicine and catastrophic care

considerations, he has been featured on C-SPAN and NPR and holds committee and forum

appointments at the National Fire Protection Association and the Institute of Medicine of the

National Academies. He is the author of Prepare to Defend Yourself…How to Navigate the

Healthcare System and Escape with Your Life. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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INTRODUCTIONIf you have read my first book, Prepare to Defend Yourself . . . How to

Navigate the Healthcare System & Escape with Your Life, then you know I am a sucker for a

good historical anecdote. You also probably recall that I started writing these books because of

the potential a system can have for underserving or even abusing an individual. I was originally

inspired, or more accurately stated, I was angered when I saw an older woman being led to

believe she needed to pay an outstanding bill that was already covered by her insurance. Right

after that, my own wife almost became the victim of three successive and critical medical

mistakes. It was a wakeup call. I realized I needed to do something to help people become

better, more empowered healthcare consumers.That is how the first book came to be.Now,

while I was writing the book, I was fortunate to have an amazing group of readers—a book club



composed of seniors—who were almost brutal in their criticism and comments. In fact, you

could say I suffered the paper cut equivalent of the Prussian Saber Club at their hands, but the

result was great. Their contributions were candid, valuable, insightful, and right-on.The one

thing they continuously recommended was that I expand the topic beyond a discussion of

health care to include aging issues. This made sense. If you look at the overarching target and

scope of the US Department of Health and Human Services, you see included in the

department’s title the words “health and human services.”Health, absent the supporting Human

Services, is like talking about light bulbs without acknowledging the importance of the power

grid, like Edison without Nikola Tesla, jam without bread, Abbott without Costello. You get the

idea.So while considering history and the idea of human services, it occurred to me that the

ideology I wanted to communicate had already been addressed by the Founding Fathers—a

bunch of people much more eloquent than me—and it was actually summed up in three simply

stated but marvelously complex concepts.It was a hot July day in the late 18th

century.Philadelphia.The city was sweltering. All the odors and raw qualities of an early

American city, without the luxuries of plumbing, air conditioning, and electricity, were at their

greatest, most offensive effect. People moved a little slower in a kinetic self-defense, and dogs

panted in the shade of the Philadelphia State House. Inside, a tall, lanky, redheaded man

listened as a short, thick, passionate man championed the concepts of his recently drafted

proposal for independence. The other members of the Continental Congress sweated and in a

final, critical step voted to adopt the declaration.Among the many things in contention was the

wording of what everyone in the small building believed was critical to advance from mere

survival to the more elevated state of truly living. It was not a new concept. With a nod to

Thomas Paine, the Rights of Man (humanity) have probably been in the heart and soul, if not

the mind, of our ancestors since they first emerged from the cave. Only in the last century,

however, had those rights been communicated in the Epicurean philosophy, which taught the

pursuit of happiness as autarchy. That, they believed, translated as self-sufficiency and thus

freedom. The English philosopher and physician John Locke originally labeled it “life, liberty,

and the pursuit of property [estates].”More recently, it had been adapted to address a greater

concept that was facilitated by “owning property.” The economies of the world in those days

were based on agriculture, and properly maintained and productive property assured wealth,

stability, security, and the luxury of advancing from a struggle for existence to a contemplation

of the more philosophical. It advanced people from mere survival to truly living.As John Adams

is reported to have said when queried by the French as to his favor of the arts, “I must see to

the obtaining of Liberty, so that my sons can study engineering and mathematics . . . then their

sons will have the privilege of studying music and art.”In a word, it is the idea of happiness, that

elusive and universally sought quality of our existence that promises fulfillment, satisfaction,

and spiritual enrichment.And so those sweating men included in their manifesto an adjustment

of language to espouse “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.”They have been some of the

most cherished words in the American consciousness ever since.The Life part seems pretty

self-evident.You breathe in . . . you breathe out . . . you repeat.As long as you can.As we all

know, however, it is much more complicated than that. That idea describes survival. Life or,

more appropriately, living is an involved and spectacular constellation of actions, experiences,

values, and thoughts. Hopefully it amounts to fulfillment. Getting there often requires personal

liberty, autonomy, and self-determination and leads ideally—if we are particularly fortunate—to

happiness.Earlier, I stated that as I was preparing for this book, I realized that the template was

already provided.The section of the book titled “Life” will include not just the idea of staying

alive, but things you can do to maximize the maintenance and quality of your health, as well as



some uniquely senior applications to nutrition, activity, behavior, and then what to prepare for

as your health inevitably must decline. Provided tools will assist with recommended activities,

nutrition guides, resources, and more.“Liberty” will address the concepts of independent living

and how to self-assess when it is time to transition from single or solitary living to aging in

place and more. Resources for self and partner assessment of what and when it is time will

accompany this. We’ll examine independent versus congregate living and the strata of assisted

living arrangements, including nursing assistance and nursing homes, and how to be a good

consumer with the aid of nonprofits, government agencies, advocacy organizations, and

more.“Liberty” will also cover the importance of staying informed and where reliable information

is available about legislative and political activities that will affect the lives of seniors. As money

assures a certain independence, sources of aid for less affluent seniors will also be covered

along with tools, lists, and contacts.Finally, with an admitted bias toward the standard

contributors to “the Pursuit Happiness,” we will cover love, sex, and end-of-life issues. In

particular, the chapter on the end of life—SPOILER ALERT: all biographies end the same way

—covers steps everyone should take to protect their surviving loved ones and to assure that

their wishes will be followed.I have also added one other heading—“Safety and Security”—in

the chapter on preventing abuse. Certainly it could be included in the section on happiness or

life, but as it contributes to all three, I will dedicate a specific section to physical and personal

security and describe advocacy organizations as well as federal, state, and local regulatory

agencies and programs established to support seniors.As I conducted the research for this

book, it occurred to me that it was Congress—first the Continental Congress, which gave us

the Declaration of Independence, and later the Constitutional Congress—that articulated these

principles that we “still hold dear.” I also learned that humans are not the only animals that

group up into congresses. Among those others are salamanders, baboons, and ravens.

Somehow that seems oddly appropriate. With that in mind, I had to wonder what the congress

of ravens might consider its ideal principles.Regardless of all that, it was surprising to me that

there really is so much that contributes to the human experience and that with advancing age

the necessity to assure that it is properly defended is critical. The purpose of this book is to do

just that, to provide you with the tools and information necessary to become your own

advocate.So, let’s get started, and, as always . . .Be well,Matthew Minson, MD

LifeDo not go gentle into that good night, Old age should burn and rave at close of day; Rage,

rage against the dying of the light . . .Dylan ThomasI really like the idea expressed in that

poem, and it seems a perfect way to start off this exploration of aging. Granted, Thomas’s

communication to his father was about the last scene of the last act of life, but I like to consider

it as a call to action about the whole concept of aging.What I also like about the spirit of the

poem is that it doesn’t accept the inevitable process of aging with a tone of surrender and

acquiescence. It also does not deny the nature of aging or what it means, but it takes it on

fiercely. It says up front that you don’t have to be passive about it. In fact, it advocates just the

opposite: that we all should take on aging with a kind of defiant and vigorous mindset, even

though there are some inevitables.For many, growing old is forbidding, even terrifying, and

fraught with difficulty. For many others, growing old is a dynamic time of accomplishment,

gratification, reflection, and reward and, yes, fraught with difficulty. Oddly enough, the same

can be said for every age and phase of life. The purpose of this book is to give you the tools

and resources that will help shift your experience toward the latter.For that reason, I want to

keep the beautiful, powerful words of that poem in mind as we start.“Folks, from the flight deck,

we’ve just experienced a problem . . .”You are on an airliner, and the captain has come on over



the speaker and in a tight, drawling second explains that the plane has suffered engine failure.

Even before he said a word, you felt the disturbing lurch and drop of the aircraft followed by

that awful emptiness of an amusement-park ride as everything falls away beneath your

seat.You know . . . something is wrong.You also suddenly wish you had paid more attention to

the safety video and had actually read that goofy laminated card in the seat back in front of you

when the flight attendant asked.The facemasks and airbags drop from the panel above you,

and all of a sudden one consideration becomes paramount: the preservation of life. You want to

stay alive.That is one way of looking at life. It certainly fits in with Maslow’s famous hierarchy of

needs. In the world of disaster medicine and humanitarian assistance where a significant

portion of my medical practice occurs, survival certainly comes into play.Now, before we go any

further, consider this conversation:“We want to do whatever is necessary to give her the best

life possible.”It could have been said by two parents talking about a newborn that has a medical

condition requiring surgery. It could be any conversation about any loved one. In the case I am

about to relate, it involved two children and their mother as they considered the options of a

progressive debilitating illness. In counsel with them, I assumed I knew what those words

meant, but then it occurred to me that I was making a pretty big assumption. It was also a

concept I would be revisiting soon enough as I contemplated some decisions regarding my

own parent’s adjustment to living arrangements just a few years later.In each of the theoretical

situations I referred to above, the one quality that was common to each group was the subject’s

health. So it makes sense that we dedicate a little time to thinking about what the word health

really means.Think about it. You can be in the worst, most calamitous situation possible—plane

crash, hospital admission, whatever—you can have your house swallowed by a sinkhole at the

very moment that an errant twister sucks up every amphibian in a local pond and then deposits

them on your head in a veritable plague of frogs, while at the same time, a fiery meteorite

crashes down on your prized bed of petunias—and as sure as you’re born, some nitwit will

offer the most offensive consolation statement ever.He’ll say, usually with some big smile,

“Well, at least you have your health!”If you are like me, you’ll have to stifle the urge right then to

exhibit how vigorous your health is by socking him squarely in the head.I almost hate to say it,

but he is right. Health is important stuff when you consider it in the grand scheme of “life.”Now

as we get started, you should understand that I am also making a distinction between the

terms health and health care. While there is some overlap (health care is a component of

health, and, in fact, good health care contributes to the prevention of disease and addresses

illness early to maintain health), the true concept of health is a much greater

enterprise.“Health” has a number of definitions. The World Health Organization defines it as “a

state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being and not merely the absence of

disease or infirmity.” Webster likes “the condition of being of sound body, mind, or spirit.”There

are a bunch of other definitions, but these are a good start at understanding the idea of

health.So what determines if someone is healthy? A number of factors, obviously. Some are

super apparent. Others are more abstract. According to the Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention (CDC), the determinants of health are “the factors that contribute to a person’s

current state of health. These factors may be biological, socioeconomic, psychosocial,

behavioral, or social in nature. Scientists generally recognize five determinants of health of a

population.”So what are the big five determinants of your health? For the purposes of our

exploration in this book, they are biology and genetics, behavior, physical environment, social

or psychological environment, and access to healthcare services.The Big Five Biology and

genetics      Behavior      Physical environment      Social environment      Health services



CHAPTER 1BIOLOGY AND GENETICSWHY THE GENE POOL NEEDS A LIFEGUARD!If

you ever took a biology course, you know the story of Gregor Mendel, the friar that discovered

and articulated the principles of genetics. While farmers and herdsmen had known for

centuries that selective breeding produced desired results in livestock and plants, he was the

first to describe the dominant and recessive traits and how they worked.Genetics is the fixed

determinant that affects our health. Think about it. You can change your jeans, but not your

genes, right? Genetics determines our sex and the illnesses and issues that follow. It also

reflects racial inheritance, which carries certain potential for some medical conditions. African

Americans and sickle cell predisposition, thalassemias in Jewish populations, or differing racial

response to certain antihypertensive regimens serve as some obvious examples. Genetics can

also provide for certain illness potentials regardless of race or ethnicity, and while that is

important for all ages, it is ever more critical as we age.Take familial hyperlipidemia, for

example. This is a condition that is inherited and causes fatty plaque deposits to occur earlier

and more heavily in those with the condition than it does for people who do not have the gene.

Why does this matter? Well, you’ve heard of cholesterol, triglycerides, and “bad fats”? You may

have even heard your healthcare provider express concern. It’s because these fats can build

up (as plaques) and block blood flow to vital organs, like your heart. So unless you don’t mind

early debilitation and death, you might want to address certain behaviors and avail yourself of

access to health care to monitor or take therapeutic and preventative action as needed.For an

aging person this takes on even more importance. Why?Well, in the spirit of the first book in

the series, let’s look at the human in terms of the review of bodily systems and consider how

each of them changes as you pass the age of fifty. To help with that, keep in mind the words of

that great 20th-century philosopher, Popeye, whose famous line “I am what I am” could have

been the perfect introduction to this first chapter.Now, I know I could write this chapter without

using any “medical” terms, but that wouldn’t be useful to you. Your healthcare providers will

surely use technical language—probably most of the time. So with that in mind, when I use a

term, I’ll explain what it means so that they don’t have to. This will make your future

conversations with your provider less introductory and more substantial in informing and

serving your health.Metabolism: Welcome to Science ClassAside from genetics, at the heart of

everything biological are the qualities and changes in our metabolism, the fire of our physical

engine. This affects all aspects of our bodies. Metabolism ranges from the way we assimilate

and burn nutrients to our physical composition, including the fat-versus-muscle balance. This

latter aspect can change dramatically even when there are no readily evident changes in the

shape or structure of what we see in the mirror. That also leads us to the basic building unit of

our body, the cell.In Metaphysics the Greek critic, philosopher, physicist, and zoologist Aristotle

said, “The whole is greater than the sum of its parts.” Conceptually, that is going to be

something you will want to keep in mind as we explore this entire section. At the most basic

level, we are simply a collection of cells—specialized, synchronous, and synergistic, we

hope.Some cells have a high turnover rate, originating, living, and then dying in a relatively

short period of time. This generally applies to cells with more accelerated or dynamic metabolic

function. In a sense, the more rapidly the “machinery” of a cell has to work, the sooner it tends

to wear out. Think skin, blood cells, mucus membranes (the moist tissue lining the mouth), the

lining of the gastrointestinal tract . . . stuff like that.A classic illustration of this is the red blood

cell. Red blood cells carry oxygen from the lungs to the various cells of the body via an iron

atom incorporated in the molecule hemoglobin. They originate in the red blood cell nursery of

the bone marrow and take about seven days to mature. I always imagine an extremely chaotic

puberty for red blood cells, but I guess that is necessary considering that they only live about



120 days. That said, you really do have all new red blood cells every four months or so, so the

next time someone looks at you at lunch and says, “What’s different about you?” you can

answer, “Well, I have all new erythrocytes, and I just bought this tie.”Anyway, that’s rapid

turnover.Other cells are much more permanent. They are usually less metabolically dynamic

and have more of an “infrastructural” function. To put this in context, the following helps

illustrate what I mean in terms of the differences of cell life spans:• Brain cells of the cerebral

cortex (the gray matter) are, for the most part, with you from birth.• Brain cells of the visual

cortex (the cells in the back of the brain that process input from the eyes) are also with you

from birth.• Some brain cells of the cerebellum (the structures at the base of the brain) are

slightly younger than you are.• Intercostal muscle cells (between the ribs) are about 15 years

old.• Gastrointestinal lining cells are about 5 days old.• Other gastrointestinal cells can be

about 15 years old.Old cells eventually die, sometimes because they are programmed to do so

(genetics), sometimes because of injury (including toxins or other environmental insults), and

at other times due to a disease process. Genetically programmed death is called apoptosis.

There are a number of factors that affect this triggered end of life. Since a cell replicates by

division, some cells reach a maximum number of divisions. This is determined by an organelle

or structure known as a telomere. Telomeres move the cell’s genetic material in preparation for

cell division. Each time a cell divides, the telomere shortens. Eventually, it becomes too short

and the cell can no longer divide.Now, while I am taking the fatalistic view that cell death—and

in the long run, our death—is inevitable, there are groups that advocate that this may not

always have to be the case.ENTER, SENSIn 2013 in the Time Tech Exclusive “Google vs.

Death,” Larry Page announced Calico, a new Google firm focusing on the challenges of health

care, aging, and associated diseases. Arthur D. Levinson, chairman and former CEO of

Genentech, chairman of Apple, and director of Hoffmann-La Roche, was announced as CEO

and a founding investor with an intention to focus on early-stage, proof-of-concept research as

a nonprofit in conjunction with the Strategies for Engineered Negligible Senescence (SENS)

Research Foundation.Loosely interpreted, that describes an effort to slow the aging process at

the most basic, cellular level. Among the many areas of focus, they are looking at the factors

affecting telomeric performance.But as I said earlier, there are many other factors that impact a

cell’s lifespan. Injuries that kill cells may result from external factors, like burns or other trauma,

or it may be due to byproducts of normal metabolism. Some of these byproducts are known as

free radicals. Now, I always think that sounds like something you might find on the Berkeley

campus of my medulla oblongata, but that’s just me. Free radicals are given off when cells

produce energy. This occurs in a cellular structure called the mitochondria, which is commonly

known as the powerhouse of the cell.When I am dealing with a student and we are discussing

an illness or pathology, I usually start off by asking, “What three basic things does a cell need

to function?” I’m pretty predictable, so most have the quick answer, “Oxygen, fuel, and

water.”That is remarkably simplistic, but it is actually true. Nowhere in the body is the illustration

of that principle more apparent than when you consider the brain. The basic operative cell of

the brain is called a neuron. A neuron, and thus the brain, requires a constant, balanced supply

of oxygen, water, and fuel to keep you thinking and making sense, especially when you are

writing a book about aging issues.The other day a patient reported that she had been at lunch

and had begun slurring her words and appeared to not comprehend what her husband was

saying to her. By the time she and I were speaking, the symptoms had abated, and her sense

of humor—which was pretty good—had returned, as she added the phrase “even more than

usual” to the admission that she had not comprehended her husband.Of course, the possibility

of a stroke was considered, but to the credit of the EMS personnel that responded, tests for



other factors such as blood sugar levels (fuel) and an evaluation of her oxygenation and an

electrocardiogram were obtained. She was actually suffering from an abnormal, intermittent

slowing of the heart rate—an arrhythmia known as bradycardia—and that caused an

abnormally low blood pressure and thus inadequate delivery of blood flow to the brain. This is

called hypoperfusion, and for the very demanding human brain, even that momentary

interruption of oxygen, fuel, and water delivery had caused a major shutdown of function.So

what happened? Happily, the condition was recognized and treated in time, and the patient

recovered.So that’s it! Cells matter, and as they go, so do we. Taking the concept a little further,

similar groups of cells constitute the different types of tissues and organs. Organs work in

coordination as systems affecting the body overall, and that leads us back to the consideration

of aging effects on different systems and tissues as you rocket past the age of fifty. One thing

to keep in mind is that a decline in one organ system’s function, whether due to an aging

process, injury, or disease, can affect the function of another. For example, if atherosclerosis

(fatty buildup) narrows the blood flow to, say, the kidneys or the eyes, then the kidneys will

function less effectively and eyesight will be affected. This can then lead to other problems, like

metabolic waste buildup—due to kidney failure—affecting the liver or poor eyesight that then

leads to an injury.You get the idea.Speaking of sensory things, I am reminded of something

another patient told me. He had altered the philosophical serenity mantra, commonly attributed

to Reinhold Niebuhr, that says “God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot

change; the courage to change the things I can; and the wisdom to know the difference.”His

changes were “God grant me the senility to forget the people I never liked anyway; the good

fortune to run into the ones I do; and the good eyesight to tell the difference.”His good-natured

philosophy aside, most organs do tend to function less well as we age for the reasons I have

already described. Just remember, this is not always because of cell loss or death. In healthy

older people, the brain, for example, does not lose that many cells. Losses generally occur

more commonly due to insults like a stroke or due to degenerative processes such as

Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s disease.The Musculoskeletal SystemOne of the first systems that

tends to show age-related changes is the musculoskeletal system. By that I am referring to

muscles, tendons, ligaments, joints, and bones.HOW BONES CHANGE AFTER 50Almost

everyone is aware that when bones become decalcified and thin, a condition known as

osteoporosis occurs. This condition is associated with genetics—there’s an increased

likelihood due to inherited traits—and, in women, hormonal changes after menopause. Even if

someone does not fully develop osteoporosis, both older men and women experience some

loss of bone density and strength. That is where the increased risk of fracture lies. This is

especially true of certain load-bearing joints and the articulating areas, like where the

thighbone or femur angles into the socket of the hip or pelvis, or like the bones in the wrist (the

radius and ulna) or the vertebra (bones of the spine).This makes sense when you consider the

likelihood of a fall onto the hands and knees or the dreaded fractured hip and the increased

statistical prevalence and risk of that happening as we get older. Of course, other bony

structures are just as vulnerable.When osteoporotic changes take place in the spine, they can

cause different problems. Remember what I said about one system affecting another? If

degeneration occurs in the upper part of the spine (the cervical spine), the head tends to tip

forward, making swallowing and mobility of the head difficult. If the changes take place in the

thoracic, or chest, area, then breathing, movement, and posture may be impacted. If the

occurrence is in the lower, or lumbar, area, then sitting, rising, and walking may become

painfully affected.But bones are not the only issue. The smooth lining between the bones that

keeps them from abrading, or grinding, as they articulate, or touch, is provided by a structure



called cartilage. Additionally, there is a tissue called the synovium that lines the joint and

secretes a lubricating fluid known as synovial fluid. As we age, our cartilage thins and can be

less effective at lubricating and protecting the bony interaction. If this gets bad enough, then a

condition known as osteoarthritis (osteo means bony) occurs.Finally, ligaments, which bind

joints together (bone to bone), and tendons, which allow muscles to attach to bones, tend to

lose their flexibility and strength as we age. This reduces range of motion and flexibility.

Because the blood supply to these types of structures is lower compared to highly metabolic

tissues, they also tend to heal more slowly when they are injured. On top of that, the cells in

these structures are less metabolically active, so some of their inherent architecture and

resilience is lost and thus injury is more likely to happen.HOW MUSCLES CHANGE AFTER

50Now, what I am about to say really bugs me, personally. Admittedly it’s an ego thing. Around

the age of 30, the amount of muscle tissue (mass) and strength begin to decrease, and the

decrease continues throughout the rest of our lives. For most people muscle, mass and

strength decline no more than 10–15 percent during our lifetime. This does not just apply to

those big bulky muscles that we see flexing, enlarging, and inspiring envy at the gym.The heart

is also a muscle with unique properties, as are the tiny muscles of the eye or the smooth

muscle of the gastrointestinal tract.There is a really funny quote by Jarod Kintz that always

comes to mind when I talk about the tiny muscles of the eye. He said “I consider conversations

with people to be mind exercises, but I don’t want to pull a muscle, so I stretch a lot. That is

why I’m constantly either rolling my eyes or yawning.”I’ve tried using that in really boring

settings, but I just can’t seem to sell it. Maybe you will have better luck.Anyway, this decline in

muscular integrity occurs for a number of reasons, not the least of which are youthful injury,

general health, diet, maintenance activities, and decreasing levels of certain hormones like

testosterone. Now this last point may sound like I am speaking exclusively about men, but I’m

not. Both women and men have circulating levels of “male and female” hormones. The

differences are related to a bunch of factors like their underlying health, receptor tissues, and

the amounts of those hormones.In my youth I was something of an athlete with, at best,

mediocre skills. Like many, my ambitions far exceeded my talent. As a result, I often

overextended and I sustained some injuries. Fortunately, I am not a tobacco user and have

never been a drug or alcohol abuser. Well, actually, that is a lie. I am notoriously dependent on

caffeine, but other than that, I’m clean.Anyway . . .Now, as I am aging, I find that exercise has

taken on less of an ambitious, vain tone and is more a maintenance mechanism for survival

and quality of life. Now days when I exercise, I spend the time I should have indulged in my

youth in stretching exercises and am even more focused on balancing cardiovascular work with

strength training. Also, the cooling-down or postworkout period is as important as the exertional

effort. I find that this often has a great deal to do with reducing and guarding against further

injury and exacerbation of inflammation in arthritic joints.Regarding injury, the human body has

a fairly nifty mechanism for refilling injured or inactive tissue spaces, and three components are

generally in play: calcium, fat, and collagen or scar tissue. The deposition of those materials

and the chemical reactions in our bodies to those types of injuries are referred to, at least

initially, as inflammation. Obviously, certain diseases can affect this sort of reaction.So what

can you do to maintain the integrity of your musculoskeletal system? A number of things. The

most immediate that comes to mind has to do with behavior, which will be covered in the next

chapter. Remember, our description of health included five things: genetics, behavior, physical

and psychosocial environment, and access to health care. We will get to all of them.The

EyesThe eyes are really amazing structures. The windows to soul and all that aside, they are

our primary means for interacting, interpreting, and engaging with our world. Considered



structurally, they are impressive interactions of specialized structure, muscle, and neurological

tissues. The cornea (external layer), the lens, and the retina translate light and motion into the

brain’s interpretation of what we think of as sight.I mentioned earlier the example of the

interrelationship between the circulatory system and the eyes. In fact, when a healthcare

provider looks at the back for your eye with an ophthalmoscope (that weird light) he or she is

really getting a good look at the blood vessels, too. This can reveal early indications that

diseases of the circulatory system are occurring. As we age, certain changes tend to occur to

the eyes, regardless of the blood supply.These changes include vision itself and the

adjustments of vision or accommodation. Accommodation sounds very genteel, I know, but in

medicine it refers to the ability of the muscles of the eye to “reshape” the eye so that it can

adjust and focus on something from near to far and back again. For most people somewhere

around the age of 40, certain changes in the ability to read in low light—not that anyone of any

age should do that—and to read “up close” tends to diminish. Likewise, the ability to adjust to

changes in distant-to-near and close-to-far vision is reduced. There are a number of reasons

for that. Some are related to age and include properties of the eye and properties of

components of the eye. So let’s take them by composition of the eye.HOW EYES CHANGE

AFTER 50The lens of the eye becomes stiffer after 50. This actually begins at 40 and

progresses. Obviously, this affects the way the muscles of the eye change its shape to allow

sharper focus. This is especially applicable to close-in focus becoming more difficult. This

condition is known as presbyopia. That always sounds like a religious denomination to me,

albeit one with extremely large-print hymnals, or like a condition exclusive to Protestants. It’s

not. It is an equal-opportunity disorder. How’s that for fairness?This condition explains the

massive sales of “readers” among the over-50 set. If you are particularly unfortunate and have

an astigmatism, or an irregularity in the curvature of the eye, your presbyopia may require

bifocal lenses or glasses with variable-focus capability.At the same time that the lens is

becoming stiffer, it also starts to get denser and darker. Think about looking through a clear,

transparent window versus stained glass. For that reason, more light—three times the amount,

in fact—is generally necessary for a 50- or 60-year-old to see letters on a page with the same

clarity experienced by a 20-year-old.Repeat after me: “Lousy kids with their working eyes and

funny taste in clothes.”The pupil is a small circular (in most people) black spot in the center of

the colored part of the eye, which is called the iris. That is, of course, unless you are W. C.

Fields. His eyes were mostly colored, a sort of pinkish bloodshot color, in fact. For most healthy

people, however, just the iris has color. There is a small muscle surrounding the pupil that

regulates the entry of light to the interior of the eye. Like all muscles, it tends to react with a

little less vigor and speed as we age. This may result in decreased efficiency in adjustments to

light changes. As a result of that, focus and vision may be compromised—think entering and

exiting tunnels—or going in and out of the house. This is important to remember when driving

or when tricky footing or slick surfaces in shadow and light environments may be

encountered.Yes, all you skiers, I am talking to you!Functionally, the most involved part of the

eye is the retina, a group of specialized cells on the concave-shaped back of the eye. This is

where the external function of the eye transitions to the neurological, or brain-oriented, function

of vision. It is where the receptor cells, known as rods and cones, are located. They “trigger”

based on light (the rods) and color (the cones) into electrical impulses that move along the

optic nerve to be interpreted in the back part of the brain as images.So when you see

something, it is because light is passing through the pupil to “project” onto the retina like those

overhead projectors that anyone that attended junior high in the seventies will remember. Then

a bunch of cells fire off signals that are carried by a big nerve to the brain, which makes sense



of it all.You see what I mean? Sorry, I couldn’t resist writing that.As we age, the number of rods

and cones and some other elements are reduced. This affects a number of things, including

depth perception. It also explains why certain color combinations, like black letters against a

blue background, may be more difficult to see.Just for what it’s worth, as we age, some people

will see occasional dots or specks that cross or float across their field of vision. These dark

specks or floaters can be normal, but if they suddenly change or increase or begin interfering

with vision, you should see your healthcare provider immediately. Similarly, if you start seeing

flashes of light or experience any sudden changes in vision, seek emergency care.The

EarsAccording to the National Institutes of Health (NIH), it is estimated that one-third of

individuals between 65 and 75 have some degree of hearing loss. Just like with the eyes, the

ears are often best considered with their composition in mind. The external ear is everything

you can see from the outside and includes the canal down to the eardrum, or tympanic

membrane. The most common cause of hearing loss associated with the external ear is due to

earwax or cerumen blockage. I hope you aren’t reading this over lunch, by the way.Now I know

what you are probably thinking. Earwax? Holy Hopping Catfish, how embarrassing, that’s

terrible. It’s true, though. Cerumen buildup is very common and often so gradual that is not

detected until the “wax” has hardened and become impacted. You shouldn’t jump to the

conclusion that this is an indication of some failure of hygiene. It can be due to abnormalities of

the external ear and canal, so you shouldn’t necessarily be embarrassed. The good news is

that it is extremely easy to correct and only requires a simple physical examination by a

healthcare provider to detect.The tympanic membrane is where the first action of hearing

occurs. Sound waves carried on the air encounter the membrane and move or vibrate it,

depending on the frequency of the sound wave. Think of this like a drum head or an old woofer

on a stereo speaker.The area of the ear from the tympanic membrane to the sensory organ of

hearing, the cochlea, is known as the middle ear. The middle ear contains three tiny bones

commonly known as the hammer, anvil, and stirrup, which move or articulate with the action of

the tympanic membrane and translate the energy or force to the cochlea.Issues that lead to

hearing loss associated with the middle ear include injuries to the eardrum such as trauma, like

ruptures, punctures, or infections. Other disease processes can impede the function of the tiny

bones and can also reduce hearing and the differentiation of the range of sounds.Everything

else, from the cochlea to the otic nerve, which carries electrical information to the brain for

interpretation, constitutes the inner ear. Just like in the eye, where the retina provides the

transformation of external representations of vision (light, shape, and movements) to electrical

signals processed by the brain, sound is transformed to electrical stimuli that are interpreted by

the brain. Within the cochlea are thousands of tiny hairlike structures that help translate sound

vibrations through nerve cells into corresponding electrical signals that are transmitted to your

brain. The vibrations of different sounds affect these tiny “hairs” in different ways, causing the

nerve cells to send different signals to your brain. That’s how you distinguish one sound from

another.Deafness and hearing impairments that occur due to compromise of the inner ear,

nerves, or brain are generally known as sensorineural deafness. Broadly speaking, this is

different from conditions that affect the middle and external ear, which are generally known as

conductive (conduction) deafness. Often the causes of sensorineural deafness are exposure to

loud noises, disease, illness, toxicities, or certain drug side effects.HOW THE EARS CHANGE

AFTER 50As we age, some hearing loss occurs regardless of exposure to noise, though that

certainly is the most common cause. The most common change is the loss of range or

presbycusis.When I was a boy, the very old husband of a married couple that had been

together for half a century pointed out that he had lost the ability to hear the upper range of



sound while his wife had seemingly lost the lower register.
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